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Im disappointed that you insult me in your email and wont even
forward me a copy. sgardner@eastclevelandpolice.org.
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How are things going, my old friend?
Scott

and Games

20+

Scott P Gardner
BTW. I had written authorization for the television. Whomever is
feeding you your information is a bit wrong on several issues.
Eric Jonathan Brewer
Is this an official communication about the criminal investigation you
admitted to being assigned to conduct of Gary Norton and Art McKoy
that you stated the police chief ordered you not to investigate? it's been
well over two years since I filed my uninvestigated criminal complaint.
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The Tattler is a very interesting publication that I openly admit to
thoroughly enjoying. 58 does make me kind of old. LOL. Friend? That's
a bit loose. You were, however, a decet employee aside from the two
insubordination incidents in which you were involved. That's why I
allowed you to be assigned to the detective bureau. As I recall,
residents didn't criticize you for being disrespectful or for violating their
rights. Hope you still have the same mindset. I am, however,
disappointed that law enforcement officers such as yourself have
helped cover-up crimes committed by elected officials and public
employees. It doesn't speak well for your integrity, your respect for the
law and says volumes about the criminal mindset of those who employ
you, including a chief of police whose law enforcement career will end
in disgrace in East Cleveland.
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